Background: Impaired lung health represents a significant burden on global health, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and lung cancer. Given its global health impact, it is important to understand the determinants of impaired lung function and its relation to lung cancer risk independent of smoking. However, to date, no study has evaluated determinants of impaired lung function in a cohort exclusively of neversmokers, who also represent a growing proportion of all lung cancers. Methods: A total of 222,274 never-smokers with reproducible spirograms were identified in the UK Biobank population-based cohort and included in the analysis. Baseline volumetric measures of lung function, including forced expiratory volume in 1-s (FEV1) and forced vital capacity (FVC), were used to define lung function impairment. Determinants of impaired lung function were evaluated using Poisson regression with robust variance estimation. The added value of lung function in lung cancer prediction was evaluated using Fine and Gray regression accounting for the competing risk of all-cause mortality. Findings: Lung function impairment was associated with low birthweight, ambient air pollution (PM 2·5 μg/mm 3 ), and overweight, after adjustment for other important risk factors. We observed modest improvement in discrimination by adding lung function to our lung cancer prediction model for never-smokers. The highest optimismcorrected AUC at 3 (0·700, 95% CI: 0·654-0·734) and 5 years (0·694, 95% CI: 0·658-0·736) included FEV1 (% of GLI predicted FEV1), while the highest AUC at 7 years was based on the inclusion of FEV1/FVC (0·722, 95% CI: 0·687-0·762). Interpretation: We identified several modifiable risk factors associated with increased risk of lung function impairment among lifetime never-smokers in UKB. We achieved moderate discrimination for lung cancer riskprediction for never-smokers, and found modest improvement with the inclusion of lung function. Fund: This study was supported by a Canada Research Chair to RJH.
Introduction
Impaired lung health, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and lung cancer, represents a significant burden on global health [1, 2] . COPD has an estimated prevalence of 200 million persons worldwide, and is the 4th leading cause of death globally [1] . A recent comprehensive analysis of the Global Burden of Disease Study 2015 estimated that 3·2 million people died from COPD worldwide in 2015, a death rate per annum that has increased 12% since 1990 [2] .
A recent study found that lung function indices were important predictors of all-cause mortality among several British cohorts of never-smokers, more so than systolic blood pressure and body mass index [3] , highlighting the importance of studying lung function determinants for never-smokers. In addition, lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide [4] . Given its significant global health impact, it is important to understand the determinants of impaired lung function, beyond the known demographic and anthropometric factors and tobacco smoking. While a number of studies have evaluated risk factors for lung impairment, most include a large proportion of ever-smokers, which may confound these findings. In addition, there is a dearth of studies that have looked at early life determinants.
Never smokers are of particular interest because they offer a clear insight into determinants of lung function without being confounded by tobacco smoking. While tobacco smoking is a major risk factor for COPD, an estimated 25-45% of all patients with COPD are never-smokers [5] . Additionally, the proportion of lung cancers occurring among never-smokers is increasing [6, 7] , and it is increasingly recognized as a separate disease entity from tobacco-related lung cancer with different etiological factors and somatic mutation profiles [8] . If considered as a separate disease from tobacco smoking-related lung cancers, it ranks seventh among all cancers [8] . Currently neversmokers do not meet the guidelines (e.g. U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement: Screening for Lung Cancer) [9] , or risk-probability thresholds for screening eligibility [10] . Even though the causal role of impaired lung function in lung cancer risk remains unclear, impaired lung function may be leveraged as a useful risk predictor for identifying those at high risk who should undergo regular screening [11] . However, the added predictive value for lung function among never-smokers remains unknown.
To address these gaps in knowledge, we conducted this study to characterize the determinants of impaired lung function in lifetime never-smokers, particularly, the effect of exposure over the life-course from early life determinants to environmental and lifestyle exposures during adult life. Given the growing proportion of lung cancer in never-smokers and their ineligibility for CT screening under current guidelines, we also investigated the added value of lung function for lung cancer prediction.
Methods

Study participants: UK Biobank
This study is based on data collected in the UK Biobank cohort, the details of which have been described elsewhere [12] . In brief, this prospective study enrolled 502,616 participants aged 40-69 years between 2006 and 2010 at 22 assessment centres throughout the UK. The assessment centre visit comprised of questionnaires, physical and functional measures, and collection of biospecimens. Never-smokers are defined as self-reported non-current smokers with past smoking history reported as "never", or with b100 lifetime cigarettes smoked for those with past history reported as "once or twice" or "occasional"; this was chosen to be consistent with the commonly used definition of neversmokers (b100 lifetime cigarettes).
Volumetric measures of lung function for this study were: forcedexpiratory volume in 1-s (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC), and FEV1/FVC. We first excluded any participants without at least two spirograms with acceptable starts. For each participant, we then compared each FEV1 to their maximum FEV1, and spirograms were considered reproducible if they were within 250 mL of the maximum FEV1, based on standard spirometry guidelines [13] . Among reproducible spirograms, the maximum FEV1 and FVC for each participant were selected and used to derive FEV1/FVC. The Global Lung Initiative (GLI) 2012 equations were used to determine reference lung volumes for FEV1 to compute percent predicted FEV1 [14] . Impaired lung function was defined three ways: (1) FEV1 b 80% of the GLI predicted FEV1 reference value, (2) FEV1/FVC b 70%, or (3) both of these (i.e. moderate to severe COPD). Definition 2 and 3 align with COPD guidelines for airflow obstruction grading according to both Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) and National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) [15, 16] . As a sensitivity analysis, we also analyzed FEV1/FVC and FEV1 (% of GLI predicted FEV1) as continuous traits based on general linear models.
Air pollution was estimated as part of the European Study of Cohorts for Air Pollution Effects (ESCAPE) [17, 18] . Physical activity was calculated as the sum of the duration of vigorous, moderate, and walking activities (minimum of 10 min and truncated at 300 min per day) multiplied by their metabolic equivalents (MET) values (vigorous = 8·0, moderate = 4·0, walking = 3·3), and then discretized into quartiles. Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) exposure (yes vs. no) was based on any self-reported exposure to tobacco smoke at home or outside the home. Educational attainment was coded by mapping UKB qualifications to International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) categories, as was done in previous studies in this cohort [19] .
Linkages to National disease and death registries were used to identify incident lung cancers and mortality status. We excluded any neversmokers diagnosed with any respiratory cancer prior to recruitment (n = 94). Additionally, participants with lung cancers occurring b2 years from recruitment (n = 37) were excluded from all lung function analyses to minimize potential confounding due to subclinical lung cancer at baseline.
For lung cancer risk prediction modeling, we included only the first primary lung cancer occurrence. To exclude lung cancers that were potential metastases or recurrences, lung cancers occurring within 5 years after another primary cancer diagnoses were excluded. Deaths due to all-causes (excluding lung cancer-specific deaths) were considered a competing risk for lung cancer. Participants without primary lung cancer were observed for follow-up until death or September 30, 2014 Research in context Evidence before this study Impaired lung health, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and lung cancer, represent a significant burden on global health. Very little is known about the causes of impaired lung function beyond tobacco smoking, as previous studies often evaluated lung function determinants in cohorts including smokers, thus subject to confounding by smoking. Very few studies have evaluated the effect of early life factors on the risk of impaired lung function later in life. Furthermore, lung cancer among never-smokers is increasingly recognized as a separate disease entity, which represents a growing proportion of all lung cancers, especially in countries where smoking rates have been declining. While COPD is known to be associated with lung cancer, the lung cancer risk prediction model among never-smokers is underdeveloped. Therefore, we aim to investigate the determinants of impaired lung function specifically among never-smokers, and establish risk-predictions models for non-smoking lung cancer incorporating lung function measures.
Added value of this study
To our knowledge, this is the first study to comprehensively evaluate the role of lifestyle factors on impaired lung function exclusively in lifetime never-smokers. We identified several modifiable lifestyle factors which modified risk of lung function impairment, including air pollution in the form of particulate matter b2·5 μg, low birthweight, and overweight and obesity. Currently, neversmokers would not meet most lung screening enrollment criteria on the basis of absent smoking history. Therefore, we developed a lung cancer risk-prediction model that included lung function alongside lung cancer risk factors easily ascertainable at a physician visit. We were able to achieve moderate discrimination of lung cancers, and found modest improvement in discrimination when including lung function in the risk algorithm.
Implications of all the available evidence
Several modifiable lifestyle risk factors were identified and may help to shape the trajectory of lung health and development of COPD later in life. Increasing our understanding of risk factors which contribute to lung morbidity among those without tobacco use as a primary factor may, in the future, help to guide prevention strategies and enhance our ability to identify never-smokers who could benefit from lung screening initiatives.
(last date of complete cancer linkage), whichever came first. Due to incomplete cancer linkage beyond this date, deaths occurring after September 30, 2014 (n = 1379) were censored at this date, as a preceding lung cancer diagnosis could not be effectively ruled-out.
Statistical analysis
To evaluate lifestyle factors associations with impaired lung function, Poisson regression models with robust variance estimation were used to estimate incidence rate ratios (IRR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) [20] , excluding those with prevalent lung cancer, defined as lung cancer diagnosis before or up to 2 years after baseline. Potential non-linear relationships for continuous covariates with the outcomes were evaluated by adding polynomial terms to the regression models and improvements in model fit were determined using likelihood ratio tests. Stratified analysis by sex was performed and is presented in Supplementary Table 4 . Given the mechanism of lung function impairment may differ in asthmatics vs. nonasthmatics, we also conducted stratified analysis by asthma status (Supplementary Table 5 ).
We constructed prediction models for lung cancer risk among never-smokers using competing-risk regression based on Fine and Gray models. Absolute risks of lung cancer (cumulative incidences) were calculated using Breslow-type estimates of the cumulative baseline subhazard and the linear predictor from the Fine-Gray models (see Supplementary Methods for more details). We included age, sex, personal cancer history, family history of lung cancer, and lung function in risk models based on their consistent associations with lung cancer. Model calibration was assessed by plotting observed and predicted risks across quantiles of predicted risks. Model discrimination was evaluated using time-dependent area under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUC). We computed optimism-corrected AUCs using 100 bootstrap replicates [21] . We tested the improvement in model fit when including lung function in models using likelihood ratio tests, which has been recommended over directly testing differences in AUCs [22] .
Missing data were generally minimal (b10%) for the potential determinants of impaired lung function, such as BMI, asthma, family history of lung cancer, previous cancer history, ETS exposures, alcohol drinking, and air pollution. Since we aim to estimate the association of each predictor simultaneously, only participants with complete data for all predictors were included in (n = 181,805) analyses. Given that birth weight and physical activity were only available in a subset of the population (58% and 78%, respectively), we conducted the analysis for these two determinants in separate models adjusting for the rest of the determinants as covariates based on the subset with complete data (n = 88,874).
To investigate whether any associations in complete-case analyses were biased due to missing data, we compared the study characteristics between those that were included in the analysis versus total population, and the frequency distributions were similar (Supplementary Table 2 ). In addition, we performed sensitivity analysis using multiple imputed data and results were materially similar (Supplementary Table 3 ). We therefore report the results based on the complete-case analysis herein. All data preparation and analyses were done using Stata 14 (Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas) and R version 3.5.3 [23] .
Role of the funding source
This study was support by a Canada Research Chair to RJH. The funding source had no role in any aspects of the conception, design, implementation, analysis, interpretation of this study, or the decision to submit the paper for publication.
Results
In the UK Biobank study, there were 222,274 never-smokers with reproducible spirograms (see Fig. 1 ). A total of 218,892 were included for risk prediction modeling after excluding those with missing predictor data. Based on 218,892 participants and 1·23 million person-years of follow-up, we identified 165 incident lung cancers among neversmokers through cancer registry linkage with a median follow-up of 5·6 years. Among never-smokers, the incidence rate of lung cancer was 13·4 per 100,000 person-years (95% CI: 11·5-15·6). Neversmokers accounted for 13% of the total lung cancers in UKB. In terms of competing risks, there were 2662 deaths due to all-causes (other than lung cancer-related mortality) and the mortality rate was 216·1 per 100,000 person-years (95% CI: 208·0-224·4). Study characteristics are summarized in Table 1 according to lung cancer status. Study characteristics by lung function impairment status are summarized in Supplementary Table 1 . In general, never-smokers with lung cancer were older at baseline and more likely to be female, and had generally poorer lung function. Lung impairment was nearly 1·5 to 2-fold more common in those who developed lung cancer (FEV1 b 80%: 22·6% vs. 15·9%, P χ 2 = 0·018; FEV1/FVC b 70%: 17·9% vs. 11·4%, P χ 2 = 0·008; Both: 10·7% vs. 5·1%, P χ 2 = 0·019).
A total of 181,805 never-smoking participants were included in the multivariable regression to identify determinants of impaired lung function, after the exclusions described in the Methods. The association between putative risk factors and lung function impairment, estimated as incidence rate ratios (IRR) based on multivariable-adjusted associations from Poisson models are shown in Table 2 . As expected, there is a strong association between asthma history and impaired lung function, with IRR of 2·25 (95% CI: 2·20-2·30), 3·17 (95% CI: 3·09-3·25), 5·17 (95% CI: 4·97-5·38) for FEV1, FEV1/FVC, and both criteria, respectively. This association was stronger in males than in females in stratified analysis ( Supplementary Table 4 ). Exposure to ambient air pollution in the form of PM 2·5 micrograms per cubic meter was associated with increased risk of impaired lung function across all 3 criteria definitions, with IRRs ranging from 1·29-1·85 (per 10 micrograms per cubic meter). PM 2·5 was a stronger association among nonasthmatics, across all of the definitions of lung function impairment (Supplementary Table 5 ).
In terms of alcohol consumption, each category of drinkers had lower risk of lung impairment when compared to abstainers, according to impaired FEV1, FEV1/FVC, or both. For FEV1 lung impairment (FEV1 b 80% predicted), the largest difference in risk was between abstainers and daily consumers of alcohol (0·83 [95% CI: 0·79-0·87]). Increased physical activity was found to be associated with decreased risk based on FEV1 (per quartile, IRR = 0·94, 95% CI: 0·93-0·95), but not based on FEV1/FVC or both combined. For body mass index, a trend was observed for increased risk of impaired FEV1 with obesity, but the reverse trend was shown for FEV1/FVC. ETS was low variance and lacked detailed dosage data, but were suggestive of a modest increase in risk for lung impairment. No consistent relationship was found for a previous cancer (excluding lung cancers) history, or for family history of lung cancer.
In terms of early life determinants, an individuals with low birth weight (b 2500 g) had an increased risk of lung function impairment with IRR of 1·19 (95% CI: 1·13-1·25), 1·06 (95% CI: 1·00-1·13), and 1·21 (95% CI: 1·10-1·33), based on impaired FEV1, FEV1/FVC, or both, respectively. No significant associations were observed for maternal smoking status (data not shown). The results of analyzing lung function as continuous traits are shown in Supplementary Table 6 , where we observed similar direction of the associations based on the general linear estimates.
For never-smoker lung cancer risk-prediction, age was the strongest single predictor among the set of variables we evaluated. The model without lung function included the predictors age, sex, personal history of cancer (yes vs. no), and family history of lung cancer (yes vs. no). The model with lung function included all of these predictors plus FEV1/FVC. Exponentiated model coefficients for the Fine and Gray model (sub-distribution hazard ratios) are shown in Table 3 . We computed absolute risks of lung cancer at 3, 5, and 7-years to assess time-dependent model calibration and discrimination (AUC). Model calibration for the Fine-Gray model including lung function at fixed-year time horizons are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1 , and the model-predicted absolute risks and observed risks showed moderate calibration across modelpredicted risk quantiles. Due to the relatively rare occurrence of lung cancers among neversmokers in this population-based cohort, we decided against using split-sample methods for model training and validation. Instead, model discrimination was internally validated by computing optimism-corrected AUCs using bootstrap methods with 100 bootstrap replicates. The 3, 5, and 7-year optimism-corrected AUCs and bootstrap quantile-based confidence intervals for the models without lung function were 0·686 (95% CI: 0·642-0·733), 0·687 (95% CI: 0·647-0·729), and 0·719 (95% CI: 0·688-0·763), respectively. The optimism-corrected time-dependent AUCs for the full model (incl. FEV1/FVC) at 3, 5, and 7 years were 0·686 (95% CI: 0·638-0·733), 0·688 (95% CI: 0·647-0·730), and 0·722 (95% CI: 0·687-0·762), respectively. Minimal improvement in model fit was observed when including FEV1/FVC (P LRT = 0·22, Table 3 ). We note that FEV1 (% of GLI predicted FEV1) was modestly informative as a lung function predictor at 3-and 5-year time horizons, conferring a 1·4% and 0·7% AUC gain, respectively (Supplementary Table 7 ).
Discussion
Based on one of the largest analyses of never-smokers conducted to date, we identified an association between low birthweight, ambient air pollution (PM 2·5 ), obesity, alcohol intake and the risk of impaired lung function. However, we found limited improvement in predictive performance when incorporating lung function into the risk prediction model for lung cancer among never-smokers.
Impaired lung function
Our study found that low birthweight is a risk factor for impaired lung function or COPD in adulthood among a large cohort of neversmokers with no confounding by smoking. Previous studies with much smaller sample sizes found that those with low birthweight have poorer lung function in adulthood, but these studies contain large proportions of smokers [24, 25] . To our knowledge, this is the very first time the association between low birthweight and impaired lung function has been reported among otherwise healthy neversmokers.
Our finding that increased exposure to ambient air pollution in the form of PM2·5 increased lung impairment is consistent with previous studies [26] [27] [28] [29] . However, many previous studies contained considerable proportions of former and current smokers, and were limited by their cross-sectional nature, smaller sample sizes, and self-report exposures. Particulate matter are considered Group I carcinogens according to the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and has been consistently associated with increase lung cancer risk [30] . Similarly, the finding that increased physical activity is associated with better lung function in otherwise healthy adults is consistent with previous studies in the literature [31, 32] . The possibility of reverse-causation cannot be ruled out in our study, and it is likely that the relationship between physical activity and lung function is bi-directional.
The association of alcohol consumption with lung function impairment and COPD is contentious. Early studies of alcohol consumption on COPD included notable proportions of heavy-drinkers (including alcoholics) and smokers that may partially confound the results [33] . In the early 2000's, two epidemiologic studies from Europe reported a Ushaped dose-response relationship between alcohol and COPD, similar to those reported for cardiovascular mortality [34, 35] . The hypothetical mechanisms are that low alcohol exposure may enhance mucociliary clearance, stimulate bronchodilation, and may attenuate airway inflammation and injury found in those with COPD, while chronic and highdose alcohol exposure likely worsens lung function. In our study, we observed higher risk of impaired lung function among abstainers. This is likely to be due to the difference in general health background of the complete abstainers, rather than a true causal relationship. However, the alcohol consumption in this healthy population-based cohort is unlikely to be extreme enough to observe the deleterious effects expected at chronically-high doses.
We observed generally null associations for ETS exposure and lung impairment. This was likely due, at least in part, to the sparsity of ETS data collected, and the low-dose and low-frequency SHS exposure among these never-smokers. The effect of ETS on pulmonary function and COPD has been well-described in the literature and several synthesizing studies have been conducted and evidence suggests SHS increases COPD. Although, weaknesses in existing studies, such as potential confounding by smoking need to be addressed to provide more definitive evidence [36, 37] .
We observed opposite effects for the association of BMI with FEV1 and FEV1/FVC ratio, with overweight being associated with increased risk of impairment according to FEV1, but a decreased risk for a reduced FEV1/FVC ratio (b70%). We also observed that compared to normal weight, overweight and obesity were associated with a decrease in absolute FEV1 and FVC in adjusted analyses, but an increase in the FEV1/ FVC ratio. This association remained when body fat percentage was tested in place of BMI (results not shown), which suggests this finding is unlikely to be residually confounded by height. Previous studies have similarly observed a decrease in FEV1, FVC, and total lung capacity with increasing BMI [32, [38] [39] [40] [41] . One potential explanation for this finding is that being overweight can result in the diaphragm being pushed upward, effectively reducing the FVC and can artificially increase the Note: Absolute risk predictions were made by computing the cumulative incidence function (CIF) for cause k asÎ k ðtÞ ¼ 1− expð−Ĥ k ðtÞÞ, where k is lung cancer, t is the time horizon, and H k is the cumulative subdistribution hazard for lung cancer for a particular covariate pattern using a Breslow-type estimator of the baseline cumulative subdistribution hazard. More details are provided in the Supplementary Methods. a The P-value for the likelihood ratio test (LRT) for the improvement in model fit when including lung function was 0·216. b Age was centered to 55 years. FEV1/FVC was centered to 75% and then scaled to a 5% change in FEV1/FVC. Therefore, the cumulative baseline subdistribution hazard used for computing absolute risks represents the baseline risk for a 55-year old, female, no family history of lung cancer, no personal history of other cancers, with a FEV1/FVC of 75%.
FEV1/FVC ratio. Overall, these findings suggest the effect of obesity is primarily on lung volume and not airway obstruction [40] . For the sex-stratified analysis, there were minor differences in effect estimates by sex, and no clear differential pattern was observed. Asthma was a strong risk factor for impairment in males, compared to females. We observed that particulate matter (PM 2·5 ) was a more pronounced risk factor in non-asthmatics, and the association between low birth weight and lung function impairment was slightly stronger among non-asthmatics. The stratified analysis by asthma status provided additional insight to the determinants of lung function impairment, where we observed a stronger association with air pollution and low birthweight among the non-asthmatics. This is potentially related to the different mechanisms of lung function impairment between asthmatics, where lung function impairment is reversible, versus nonasthmatics, where lung impairment is irreversible [42] .
Lung cancer risk prediction
The mechanistic relationship between COPD and lung cancer has been suggested to operate through many pathways including genetic susceptibility, DNA damage and repair, epigenetics, downregulation of specific microRNA, expression of pro-inflammatory genes, and immune adaptive responses [43] . Several studies have shown that COPD confers a 2-to 4-fold increase in lung cancer risk [43] [44] [45] [46] . An increase in lung cancer risk has been shown for as little as a 10% reduction in FEV1 from predicted reference values [44] .
Lung cancer in never-smokers is a growing issue and an increasingly larger proportion of lung cancers are being diagnosed in lifetime neversmokers [6] . We found that using only a simple set of predictors (age, sex, family history of lung cancer, and personal non-lung cancer history), we were able to achieve moderate discrimination of lung cancers after correcting for model over-optimism. At 3 and 5 years time horizons, the continuous measurement of FEV1 (% of GLI predicted FEV1) added modest predictive value to the lung cancer prediction model. This aligns with the fact that low FEV1 values reflect obstruction of the airway and it is an indicator of the impairment severity. All of these measures can be collected from a routine physician visit. Despite the modest improvement in model fit and discrimination when including lung function, the overall absolute risk of lung cancer remains low in this population-based cohort, consisting of healthy recruits at baseline.
To our knowledge, there are only two studies on lung cancer risk prediction specifically in never-smokers [10, 47] : PLCO M2014 , which was developed in ever-smokers [48] , and was later adapted and applied to never-smokers with an AUC of 0·662 in never-smokers [10] ; the risk model developed by Wu et al, in a Taiwanese cohort that reached an AUC of 0·806 (95% CI: 0·790-0·819) using demographics, family history, alpha-fetoprotein, maximum mid-expiratory flow, and carcinoembryonic antigen as predictors [47] . The results of the Taiwanese study suggest that further incremental gain in prediction for never-smokers can be achieved through the inclusion of lung function and the key biomarkers. Comparing to a previous study that assessed the role of lung function in lung cancer risk prediction based on the overall population, where lung cancer patients are predominantly smokers [49] , our approach substantially differs from this previous work because we focused solely on building a never-smoker model, and modeled risk at several fixed time-points of lung cancer (e.g. 5-year risk, a commonly used time horizon for screening program enrollment).
Our study has several strengths. We were able to conduct this study in one of the largest cohorts of never-smokers with an extensive collection of lifestyle, demographic, and physical measurements combined with National disease and death registries. We were able to investigate the determinants of lung function using spirometry measures in a cohort exclusively of never-smokers, whose lung function would not be confounded due to primary smoking habits. The large cohort size and length of follow-up allowed us to exclude never-smokers with potentially subclinical lung cancer at baseline in order minimize the potential confounding effect on lung function associations and provided sufficient accrual of never-smoking lung cancer cases for risk analysis.
A limitation of this study is that more detailed ETS history was not available. A small set of questions with substantial missing data hindered the ability to sufficiently evaluate the role of ETS on lung impairment or lung cancer risk. There is potential for selection bias for the participants included in the complete case analysis, especially for birth weight and physical activity where data is only available in a subset of the participants. The subset with available data contains more males and whites and are less overweight compared to the total population. However, sex and ethnicity are adjusted for in the models and having a larger proportion of participants with normal BMI is likely to bias the results toward the null, and thus would be unlikely to have created the observed associations. To utilize the GLI-2012 equations, we grouped the ethnicities in UKB cohort into the 5 GLI ethnic groups (such as Caucasian, Black, Northeastern Asian, Southeastern Asian, and Other). Some of the UKB self-reported ethnicities do not have a direct correspondence to a GLI ethnic group, therefore we have aligned them to the closest GLI ethnic subgroup. For example participants with Indian, Pakistani, and Bangladeshi ancestry were aligned with the GLI-SE Asian group, as the closest proxy. The GLI-SE Asian equations have been shown to be applicable to Indian children, although the validity in adults is less clear [50] . To assess whether this would affect our results, we conducted a sensitivity analysis by excluding Indian, Pakistani, and Bangladesh participants (n = 3417) and the results were very similar to the results based on the full never smoker population presented in Table 2 .
In conclusion, low birthweight, ambient air pollution, asthma, and obesity were found be associated with impaired lung function in lifetime never-smokers. We achieved moderate discrimination of lung cancers among never-smokers when using a small set of predictors that can be routinely collected during physician visits. Lung function demonstrated a limited increase in model predictive performance based on the small number of lung cancer cases available. Future investigation of these models based on a larger sample size of never-smoking lung cancers may help to determine whether lung function can improve risk-stratification among never-smokers and identify those who would potentially benefit from lung cancer screening.
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